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Abstract 
We investigate a simply typed term system YW aimed at defining partial primitive recursive 
functionals over arbitrary Scott domains (Scott, 1982). A hierarchy of complexity classes Wr for 
functionals definable in 9%%? is given based on a hierarchy of term classes BB~p” denoting the 
nth class of so-called prenormal terms. They come into play by the key observation that every 
term t can be transformed by what we call higher type modularization as a kind of inoersion IJ~ 
normalization into an a/?~ equal term t’ having almost no structural complexity. However, it 
turns out that normalization of a prenormal term may increase its structural complexity with 
respect o the classes BW~P”, and conversely, ground type modularization being still possible 
may reduce it. Thus the structural complexity of a prenormal term t defined as the least n with 
t E bW~p” depends strongly on the representation oft. 
We present a measure denoted p(t) = n rel5, p for prenormal terms t to be read as t is qf 
complexity n with valued free variables 5 and valued type p. It is shown that p is stable on a/Iv 
equal terms and furthermore, p(t) < min{n 13 t’ E 9?2~p”.t’ =zps t}. Moreover, if t is in a certain 
p-normalform 2, the estimate above is even true with equality, that is p(t) yields the structural 
complexity of the maximal modularization oft, clearly the best a purely structural measure can 
do. 
p-normal forms 2 do not always exist. The counterexample we give, however, clearly shows 
that p does not only take into account the structural complexity of a prenormal term but also 
the nature and computation1 complexity of the algorithm it represents. 
1. Introduction 
Plotkin [ 111 presented a simple functional programming language _YpA + 3 which is 
based on Scott’s logic of computable functions LCF [lS] extended by a parallel 
conditional denoted :=I and a type two functional denoted 3 continuously approxi- 
mating the existential quantifier. LCF essentially consists of the simply typed 
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L-calculus extended by some standard arithmetical constants and a special constant 
Y, for each type CJ taking a “functional” of type (a + 0) to its least fixed point. 
From the point of view of complexity theory, functional programming languages 
such as gPA + 3 are not completely satisfactory, because they do not provide any 
intrinsic notion of time or structural complexity. Moreover both the fixed point 
operator Y, and 3 represent much too powerful means, since Y, corresponds to 
unbounded search and 3 to even injinitely many parallel computations. 
So we contrast _c?~A + 3 with a primitive recursive version denoted 9?5P essentially 
consisting of the simply typed A-calculus extended by some standard arithmetical 
constants and special constants gim, & for simultaneous partial primitive recursion and 
parallelly bounded parallel search, respectively. &has been first considered as a scheme 
(ii) in [9], and in fact kj”‘g”‘x’ represents a parallel search parallelly bounded in its 
ground type arguments x’ together with a continuous evaluation strategy. 
In [lo] the operational semantics of .C?W” is given by a reduction relation + being 
strongly normalizing with uniquely determined normal forms. Furthermore, every 
closed term of ground type usually called program reduces either to some numeral 
nl, with k being the value [t] oft, or to (- 1)O whenever t denotes the undejned value 1. 
Hence .R%?” can be justly considered as a primitive recursive version of _?!Z’~A + 3 being 
rich enough to compute a variety of interesting functionals and yet - as we will show 
-having enough structure to classify its programs with respect o their computational 
complexity. 
We will discuss two approaches, a naive and a successful one, to define a hierarchy 
of complexity classes ~8: for the functionals definable in BP. Both approaches are 
based on two steps: first a syntactical hierarchy of &P-terms is defined, and then 
a functional fof a Scott domain D, is said to belong to the nth complexity class iflit is 
definable in the corresponding nth term class. 
The naive approach with term classes L?%%~ fails because of the key observation that 
every term t can be transformed by what we call higher type modularization as a kind 
of inversion ofnormalization into an a/?~ equal term t’ with structural complexity of at 
most 1, that is t’ E 9%4$‘. Taking this into account the successful approach results from 
the naive one by considering so-called prenormal terms only where higher type 
modularization is ruled out. 
Hence the complexity of a functional f~ D, is defined as the least n such that f is 
definable in the nth prnormal term class denoted 9?%?Fp”. Moreover, we have thus 
given a hierarchy of complexity classes 9,” for the so-called partial primitive recursive 
functionals generalizing the complexity classes for the partial primitive recursive 
functions in [9] (see also [lo]). More precisely, 
%?~3%:“‘=b,*,, 3gn+i =Bn forn22 
with &?,$“,b,* denoting the nth generalized Heinermann class, Grzegorczyk class, 
respectively. 
Having at our disposal this semantical approach of analyzing the complexity of 
functionals definable in 8%?’ we could stop here. However, we intend to go a little bit 
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further, and shift the emphasis of our complexity analysis from functionals to algo- 
rithms. A first approach of doing so is to measure prenormal terms by the standard 
measure SM(t) defined as the least number n such that t E .?MT~p”. 
However, it turns out that normalization of a prenormal term t may increase its 
structural complexity with respect o &%Zp”, and conversely, ground type modulariz- 
ation being still possible may reduce it. This phenomenon is strongly related to the 
situation in proof theory: one may transform a proof into a normal one, but only at 
the cost of a non-elementary increase in the size of the resulting normal proof (e.g. see 
[13]). Conversely, the use of lemmata may dramatically reduce the size of a proof. 
As far as prenormal terms are concerned, we consider this phenomenon to be 
unwanted, for given a prenormal term t considered as an algorithm for computing 
a partial continuous functional, we simply want to determine its structural complex- 
ity. But on the ground of the phenomenon above one cannot rely on the standard 
measure, since SM(t) depends on the representation of t. 
We emphasize that it would not provide a reasonable solution if we just considered 
normal terms instead. The resulting complexity classes, Tr say, would be heavily 
thinned out at lower levels, and functions definable in !Ji?f would uncontrollably 
reappear somewhere between Tj’ and Ty,,. Moreover, the classes T,” would lose an 
important property, namely the closure under composition. For example, consider the 
following variants B, of the well-known nth Ackermann branches defined by 
B0 := I’x’y’:~ x(( + 1)y)O and B,, 1 := ~x~y’.~,simO(I~y’z~.B,xz)yO. Clearly, B, E ,%?g 
and hence A,, := ,Ix’y*.B,(B,xy)y E 9: whereas nf(A,) E T2”, for n > 1. 
On the contrary, the boot is on the other leg; beside expecting stability on c& equal 
terms we would strongly expect a structural measure to orient by the minimal 
standard measure of all c$q equal representations of a given term t, on closer 
examination to be considered as the structural measure of t. 
So we present a measure p(t) = n rel 8, p for prenormal terms t to be read as t is of 
complexity n with valued free variables iJ and valued type p. It is shown that 
l p(t) = n rel iJ, p is stable on c$q equal representations of t, 
0 p(t) < min{n\ 3t’~: 9%?~P”.t’ =nSs t} for all prenormal terms t, and 
l if 1 E .?R9Pp” is in a certain p-normal form 2, the estimate above is even true with 
equality, i.e. p(t) yields the structural complexity of the maximal modularization oft, 
clearly the best a purely structural measure can achieve. 
Not every term has a p-normal form 2. The counterexample we give, however, 
clearly shows that /J does not only orient by the structural complexity of a prenormal 
term but also by the nature and computational complexity of the algorithm it repre- 
sents. No doubt the latter is what we are after. 
Along these lines, p(t) = n reliJ p provides much more information than SM(t). 
Intuitively, p(t) = n rel 8, p expresses the property that there is at least one free variable 
or a place in t that induces the unfolding of n nested recursion terms. However, to make 
the construction work it is necessary to assign values to almost all ground type 
variables or places occurring in a given term t. So p(t) = n relir, p provides a kind of 
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bookkeeping of all cr~t~c#l free variables and places in t, aud precisely informs about 
how critical they are. 
As a by-product the p-measure recognizes all places of a term which have no 
computational meaning at all, that is every term hitting at such a place will simply 
drop out during normalization. This in turn paves the way for efficiently transforming 
a term into its so-called p-normal form 1 where exactly those parts having no 
computational meaning are pruned out. 
2. Preliminaries 
Types are built from the ground type z by means of -+ . By repeatedly decomposing 
the right-hand side of +, any composed type p can be written uniquely as 
which we often write as p. -+ p2 -+ ... -+ pk_ 1 --+ z or just 9 -+ z with the convention of 
association to the right when parenthesis are omitted. Each type r~ has associated with 
it a Scott domain D, of partial continuous functionals of type a. 
Definition 2.1. We define D, by induction on the buildup of (T as follows: 
0 D,:= ({l,O,1,2 ,... >, t) with c the%& ordering, i.e. I cl x for all x E D,, and every 
two distinct natural numbers are incomparable with respect to rrrs. _L is calied 
undejined ualue or bottom element of D,. 
l L, := the set [D, -+ DO] of all ContinuousSunctionals from D, to D, equipped with 
the pointwise ordering c=, i.e. for allAg E D@_,,,,f& g ifffjc c gx for all x E D,. 
A functional fe D,,, is called continuous iff for all directed subsets X c D,, 
f(l-lX)= u{@lx~X), h w ere a subset X of a domain D, is named directed iff every 
two elements in X are extended by an element in X. In a more general setting it can be 
shown that Scott domains are modefs of so-called algebraic, consistently complete 
cpo’s (cf. e.g. [l l] or [lo]). 
Referring to the well-known Curry homeomorphism [D, x DP -+ D,] z [D, -+ 
CD, --+ RI 1 (cf. WI 1 we will also make use of the notation ( po, p2, . . . , pk_ 1 -+ I) and 
thus think of an object F E D, as a functional taking arguments X0, . . . ,Xk_ l with 
Xi E DPi and returning a value in D,. 
3. Syntax, denotational and operational semantics of 9W” 
Definition 3.1. 9%?” is built from 
l countably infinite many typed variables X” for each type e, 
a the standard arithmetical constants 0, (+ I), (- 1), 
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l the parallel conditional : I of type (1, I, r + I) and the parallelly bounded parallel 
search operator ,i+ of type ((I + I),(z -+ 1),7-+ I), one for each 7, and 
0 a recursor &m for simultaneous partial primitive recursion of type C;, (1,1-+, I, 1 + l), 
one for each c 
by means of R-abstraction and application. 
For readability we agree to use lower case letters x, y, z, . _ . to stand for ground type 
variables only. Furthermore, we omit type information when being clear from the 
context, and we identify simple recursion terms @“r(llyz.s)tO and B’~‘“r(lyz.s) with 
.@r(iyz.s)t and .Sr(iyz.s), respectively. 
Each term tP denotes some object in D, called partial primitiue recursiuefunctional. 
So we define next the value [tjY of a term tP E .R%* under an environment (o as an 
element in D, by the buildup of t, thus giving the denotational semantics of 9Y’. An 
encironmenr is a type respecting mapping from the set of variables into the set of Scott 
domains. 
Definition 3.2 (Denotational sematics of .R@“‘). Let tp E .BP and an environment 
q be given. Then we define pointwise the value It],,, ef t under q as follows. 
l E4$5 := 4$x), 
l 101, := 0, [( + l)],(x) := x + 1 for x # I, and I else, [( - l)&+.,(x) := x - 1 for 
x >, 1, and I else, and :I> (x,y,z):= y if x = 0 , z if x > 0 or (x = I and y = z), and 
_L else, 
i 
s(k) for some k 6 xi E 2 such that S(k) = 0, 
l [bi_iq(.L99z):= and ‘dl < k.f‘(f) > 0 or g(1) = g(k), 
1 else, 
l for i’of length m let 
[9!?~i~j&(~,~ 0, z) := xZ if z < m, and I else, 
[&im&JZ,~y + 1,~) := t, if z < m, and _L else, 
where t, :=f,(y, [~!~‘~~,(x’,~y,O), . . . , [9$lTl]&!,~y,m - 1)) for z < m, 
We emphasize that the particular of the parallel conditional is that : 2 1 y z is 
defined iff both y and z are defined and equal. Hence : I represents a computation with 
three subcomputations completely independent of each other (in this sense parallel). 
In fact there is no sequential strategy in PCF to compute : 3 as shown in [l, 111. 
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Note that &is a continuous operator taking continuous functionsf, g to a continu- 
ous function ;IZ.,&fgx’. Some argument is needed to show that [h&,(f,g,x’) is 
well-defined, i.e. independent of the choice of k. We point out that for both continuity 
and well-definedness the part g(I) = g(k) above plays a crucial role and thus cannot be 
dispensed with. Furthermore, it might be of help to think of rirfgjt as a parallel search 
parallelly bounded in its ground type arguments x’ together with a continuous 
evaluation strategy. Thus ,& represents aprimitive recursive version of the continuous 
approximation to the existential quantifier 3 introduced in [l 11. For a profound 
motivation of fir operator we refer to [9, lo]. 
It remains to remark that [&‘“&#,~y) has been modelled as a finite function 
instead of a vector of ground type objects in order to avoid the use of product types. 
To give an impression of the operational semantics of S%V” given by a reduction 
relation between terms denoted +, we just state the rules of -+ and its essential 
properties the proofs of which are given in [lo]. 
Definition 3.3 (Operational semantics of 9YP’). 
(p) @xb.r)sU + r[s/x] 
(q) ;IxO.r a4P~u -+ Y provided x”+! Fl’(r) 
r -b r’ 
(11) ~ 
s--*sI 
rs + r’s 
and ___ 
rs + rs’ 
(12) 
r --t r’ 
1x.r -+ Ax.r’ 
(A) (-l)(nk+I)+nk 
(:3) :=J Ot, t2 -+ t1, :~~n~+~t~t~+t~,and:~tn,n~-,n, 
(fi) Let 1 be the length of Z 
&fgr,...nk...rl_I + :~fOgO(&(~x.~(+l)x)(~x.g(+l)x)(-1)J) with xfresh 
(S?) Let 1 be the length of 1 
9~‘“?3On, -+ rz if n, < nl, (( - 1)0) else 
.4$?~imjt3nk+ 1 n, --* s,nk(9~im J3nk0)...(B~imT3nknl_1) if n, < nl, ((-1)0) else 
where nk denotes the numeral (+ l)‘k’(O), (- 1)3is to be understood componentwise, and 
< is to be imagined as a term in R%?“’ denoting the strict extension of the characteristic 
function of its standard interpretation, i.e. < denotes a {I, 0, 1}-valued function. 
To sum up, + has the following essential properties: (i) it is decidable whether t + t’ 
for given terms t, t’. (ii) + is correct in the sense that if t --t t’ then t and t’ denote the 
same object in every environment. (iii) + is strongly normalizing with uniquely 
determined normal forms. (iv) + can be slightly rearranged such that every closed 
term t of ground type, usually called program, reduces either to some numeral nk with 
[t] = k or to (- 1)0 whenever [tj = 1. Thus 9W” can be justly considered as 
a primitive recursive version of Plotkin’s _!ZPA + 3. 
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4. A hierarchy of complexity classes 93: 
Definition 4.1. A functional F E D, is said to be partial primitive recursive (p.p.r.“) iff it 
is definable in BW”. i.e. there is a closed term in EP” with value F. 
Clearly, the p.p.r.” functionals strictly extend the partial primitive recursive (p.p.r.) 
functions introduced and classified in [9]. It is then natural to ask for a hierarchy of 
complexity classes for these functionals respecting the hierarchy for the p.p.r. func- 
tions. We first discuss a natural but naive approach to do so, and then focus on 
a successful approach resulting from the naive one by drawing the right consequences 
out of its failure. 
Both approaches consist of two steps: first a syntactical hierarchy of ??4P-terms is 
defined and then an arbitrary functional in D, is said to belong to the nth complexity 
class @it is definable in the corresponding nth term class. 
4.1. The naive approach 
In order to get a term hierarchy it seems to be quite natural to mimick syntactically 
the buildup of the Heinermann classes [7]. So we define inductively classes S%?r by 
0 &%?; := .Ya~\{z%;i”~I}, 
. pa:+,, is the least term class comprising SVi?:, closed under I-abstraction and 
application, and contains all of the terms L%$~?’ 3 with J,3 c L?%$’ of appropriate 
types. 
Semantically it seems then natural to say that a functionalfE D, belongs to the nth 
extended Heinermann class .%?z iff f is definable in E2!2:. The resulting hierarchy, 
however, collapses into @’ by means of purely syntactical reasons, more precisely, by 
the presence of full application within the classes L??%?:. In fact the following collapsing 
result holds. where --)* is the reflexive and transitive closure of -+. 
Lemma 4.1 (Collapsing lemma). For every term t E L?WV’ one canfind a term t’ E 9?93$’ 
such that t’ +* t. 
Proof. Induction on the buildup oft. All cases are obvious by the induction hypoth- 
esis except possibly the crucial case 
r = 9:imr 1 . ..rl(lyZ.sI)...(Ay2.sl). 
By the induction hypothesis uitable terms J’, 3’ are already at hand. Given fresh and 
pairwise distinct variables Xi, . . . , XI all of type ([,I’+ r) and ui, . . . , ur, we define t’ by 
t’ := (AXI . . . X[U, . . . uI.&m* u(ly2.X,yZ) . ..(~y~.x.y~))(Ay~,s;) . ..(/Iyz’.s.)J. 
Obviously, t’ E 9%$’ and t’ -+* t by the induction hypothesis. 0 
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On closer inspection it turns out that the interplay of full application and full 
J-abstraction enables us to transform every term t E .6P.9” by means of what we call 
(higher type) modularization as a kind of inversion of normalization into an c$rl equal 
representation t’ having almost no structural complexity. In fact for every recursion 
term we simply draw out the initial and step terms outside the so to speak scope of the 
recursor, leaving behind a skeleton of what we had before, and then go on with that 
procedure for the initial and step terms. 
4.2. The successful approach 
As a consequence we classify BP’-terms with respect o their structural complexity 
if they are in what we call prenormu~.~orm only. The idea is essentially to restrict 
application to ground types in order to rule out higher type modularization. Further- 
more, from now on we restrict w.1.o.g. the use of the constants %‘_sim within S?%?“’ to the 
following rule: if 2 has length I and rl , . . . , rI, sl, . . . , ,sE.cPB@ are all of ground type 
then LJ@” rl . . . rl(lyt.sl) . . . (2~Z.s~) E @VP’. 
Definition 4.2. The set 9%‘w~” of ~renormal terms is defined as 9VP but with restricted 
redexes of the form ( . . . ;lx’.rp . . . fr-‘Ps’ only. 
Note 1. A prenormal term is one of the following forms: Us’ with U a constnat 
,$-+a #&m or a variable X@*@,rZx@.r,r’+Ps’ or %?~mrt . ..rl(.lyt.sl)...(J.y2.sl) 
where 7, r,s, rl, . . . , rl and sl,. . . , sI are prenormal terms. 
Clearly, every term t E &9” can be transfo~ed into an ~~~ equal term t’ in 
prenormal form. Nonetheless, from the point of view of efficiency, and since we intend 
to keep as much structure as possible when transforming t into a prenormal repres- 
entation, the following maximal generalization of the /I rule seems to be more 
approprate here. 
In generalization of the common usage we call (&$ . . . (&(E1 xc. r)xI ) . . . )3,,.f a redex. 
Note that the /?’ rule generalizes the following variant of the D rule: 
(nZx.r)3s -+ (M.r [s/x])3 
considered in 1113). Although this is already a generalization of the more common 
fi rule of Definition 3.3 and allows therefore, due to its permutative character, more 
freedom in choosing redexes and the order in which to convert them, it is just the p’ 
rule providing m~ximu~~eedom in choosing redexes (in the sense u~oue) and the order in 
which to convert them. 
It is shown in [lo] that + based on (p’) is strongly normalizing with uniquely 
determined normal forms, and furthermore, every term t can be transformed into 
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a uniquely determined prenormal form denoted pn(t) such that none of the ground 
type redexes oft have to be converted: just convert every higher type redex in whatever 
order you want according to the b’ rule. The maximal permutative character of the 8’ 
rule guarantees that every such higher type redex will be reached without the need of 
converting other ground type redexes beforehand. 
On the basis of these facts we define next the nth class of prenormal terms. 
Definition 4.3. The nth class P&?fp” of prenormal terms is inductively defined by: 
l UE{C~+‘I##~,X~~+~} andJ~E~~~P” =S (U~)“E~~~P”, 
l (full abstraction tP E &%‘fp” + (lx”.t)“‘” E 3Z$‘P”, 
l (restricted application) r’ *J’, s’ E .R4?~p” =S (rs)P E 9%$‘P”, 
l ti,3i~9’B?~pn =z= ~$‘“P~E.YW~~; if tnFVl(s,j# 8, and E.G&?A?~P~ else, 
where W’(t) denotes set of free ground type variables of a term t. 
Note that the second alternative of the recursion case takes account of the fact that 
the sequential conditional =) and (- 1) are available for free, in contrast to the 
Heinermann classes. Though the definition above is of purely syntactical nature, we 
intend to make it semantically as clever as possible; here the recursion term defines 
a case analysis on si and ri only. 
Completing our approach to classify the p.p.r.” functionals with respect to their 
complexity, we define the nth functional Heinermann class 9: as the class of func- 
tionals F E D, being definable by a E%‘U-term f with pn(t) E :?V?ffp”. 
Definition 4.4. The nth functional Heinermann class is defined as 
3’~ := { [tj ( t E 99?~pn and t closed}. 
This hierarchy does not collapse, since Vn 2 3. 9: c 9;+ 1 as shown in [lo]. 
Moreover, (3$‘), E rm generalizes the hierarchies for the partial primitive recursive 
functions in [9] (see also [lo]) in the following way: 
2; 3 w, *(” = F,*,, 3 f2Y”+1 = 9 n for n 3 2 
with S2*‘ii’ &* denoting the nth generalized Heinermann class, Grzegorczyk class, n ?” 
respectively. 
It remains to note that 9: has been characterized in [lo] by a suitable subclass of 
continuous functionals computable by certain parallel typed while programs, a gener- 
alization of Cook’s and Kapron’s typed while programs [5,8] to Scott domains. 
5. A new measure for 9?9Y-terms 
Though we may analyze the complexity of functionals definable in S%W’ by the 
preceeding semantical approach, this does not seem to be completely satisfactory, 
since we are mainly concerned here with algorithms representing and computing 
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functionals. Consequently, we aim at going one step further in shifting the emphasis 
from analyzing the complexity of functionals to analyzing the complexity of algo- 
rithms. 
Based on the previous experience we shall do well to start such an analysis for 
prenormal terms only. A first approach of estimating the computational complexity of 
a prenormal term t is to employ the standard measure SM(t) defined as the least 
number n such that t E .?%2fP”. 
However, it turns out that normalization of a prenormal term t may increase its 
structural complexity whereas ground type modulurizution being still possible may 
reduce it, that is to say SM(t) depends trongly on the representation oft. Note that 
ground type modularization cannot bring down every term to one of structural 
complexity of at most 1, for the hierarchy above does not collapse. One might ask, 
therefore, how far does this go for a given term? 
The general situation is best illustrated by the following example. Given prenormal 
terms r,s, t all of ground type with SM(r) = SM(s) = n and SM(t) = n + 1, and 
suppose a variable x E Fl/@yz.s), we compose &(lyz.s) with t and convert the 
resulting redex, i.e. 
T := (;Lx.%?r(lyz.s))t -+B Br[t/x](Ayz.s[t/x]) =: T’. 
Clearly, SM(T) = n + 1 whereas SM(T’) 2 n + 2, since SM(s[t/x]) 2 n + 1 by as- 
sumption. 
Roughly speaking, since SM takes into account the subterms with maximal struc- 
tural complexity rather than how they are composed, it cannot recognize that the step 
function Ilyz.s[t/x] of T’ is essentially that of Wr(1yz.s) except he little difference that 
t has been plugged in for x. The main point is that the critical variable z, taking in the 
predecessor values from the recursion, is simply unchanged. Hence if we think of loop 
programs computing functionals definable in 9W” as introduced in [lo], it is clear 
that T’ is computed by a loop program with a most n + 1 nested loop statements if 
this is true of T, for the computation oft will correspond to a subcomputation outside 
the loop statement induced by the step function Ayz.s. 
So what we need is a more flexible view at terms of the form T’ making it possible to 
distinguish the structural (computational) complexity of ,Iyz.s from that oft within the 
step term Ayz.s[t/x] in order to adequately determine the structural (computational) 
complexity of the whole term T’. 
For doing so, it is necessary to assign values to almost all of the free occurrences of 
ground type variables in a term. Furthermore, we will have to consider as well valued 
types in order to preserve the value of a free variable after being I-abstracted. Valued 
‘types result from simple types by assigning values to some of the negative occurrences 
of the ground type. Hence we will define a kind of bookkeeping of all valued free 
variables and places in a term so that it is possible to recognize that the structural 
(computational) complexity of a step term lyz.s[t/x] may be dominated by that oft, 
but the value of the critical variable z is bound to that of s. 
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The intuitive idea of the value of a free occurrence of a variable or a place in a term, 
n say, is that it induces the unfolding of n nested recursion terms or in terms of 
programs n nested loop statements. 
Definition 5.1. 
VT/ := {(xl, n) 1 x’, n} denotes the set of valued oariables, 
VGT := {t” 1 n E N} the set of valued ground types. 
If T denotes the set of types then VT := T + (VGT + VT) + (VT + VT) deter- 
mines the set of valued types. 
For i3~ VI/ let Vj:= {kl!lx.(x,k)ES}, and Var(d):= {x[Flk.(x,k)Ej}. 
For p E VT let Vp := {k I tk is a subtype of p}. 
For p1,p2 E VT let p1 =r p2 stand for p1 and p2 are identical up to their ualues. 
For p := (p + I) E VT let ual(p) := (p’ -+ I) result from p by pf := to if pi = 1, and 
p: := pi else. 
For $2~ E V V and x we define 
-&J:= {(y,l)~jly =x} called the x-part of8, 
-i$ := {(y, 1) 13 j < l.(y, j) E i4 } named the upward adjustment of i4 w.r.t. 1, 
-3 ,r:={(y,j)~Gi,lj>l},calledthe > 1-partofi4. 
Next we define p(t) = n reliJ,p to be read as t is of complexity n with valued free 
uariables 8 and valued type p. Note that we will have Var(iJ) c W*(t), and if t is of 
type p’, then p =r p’. 
There is an overloading of notation, since we will also use G< to index different lists 
of valued variables. However, it always occurs in a context p(ri) = mi rel $i, I and 
should therefore cause no confusion. 
Definition 5.2. p(t) = n rel 8, p by induction on the buildup of t E 9Wop”. 
(i) ,u(x’) := 0 rel {(x1,0)}, 1 and p(O) := 0 rel8,r. 
(ii) p(ri) = nireliii,pl and UC”’ with pi =T pf * p(W) := maxinirel Uiriiiual(o). 
(iii) Assume p(t) = n reliJ, p. 
-xE Var(j) = ,4x.t):= nrelj\r,a,(lmaxv-5~,ii~p), 
-x”#Var(iJ) * p(llx.t):= nreliJ(a+p). 
(iv) Assume p(t) = nreli!(r -p) with r E {rl,l} and p(s) = mrelS,r. 
--z = rI * a(ts):= max(n,m)rel~u$~uiJ,,,p, 
--z = 2 s- p(b):= nrel&p. 
(v) If t := W~‘“?&ZL$with p(ri) = mi rel Gi, I and p(lyZ.si) = ni rel iii, (r, ?i + I) then 
p(t) := maX(maXi mi, maXi ni, k) IX1 u C?iU u fJi3 (tk, 10 + I) 
I i 
where k := max{Vrii + 1 I tij E VGT}. 
Note that (ii) does not clash with the first subclause of (iv), since Gou G,. = 3. 
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Note 2. Clearly, the most inter~ting clauses are (iii~~v). In the first subclause of (iii) the 
argument type of Lx. t is assigned the maximal value given to x in t, k say, thus preserving 
the information that this place induces the unfolding of k nested recursion terms. 
The crucial point of the first subclause of (iv) is that we do not simply collect all 
valued variables at hand, but instead upward adjust those variables in s with values 
less than 1, the value of the argument ype oft, and hence ensure the information that 
any value plugged in for such a variable in s will hit at a place in t that induces the 
unfolding of n nested recursion terms. In particular, if s = x, the term tx reactivates 
a critical place in t with value 1, and thus x itself is declared to be a critical variable of 
the same value. 
It is essentially the interplay of (iii) and (iv) ensuring the stability of the p-measure 
under normalization. Indeed, in (v) we simply combine the information so far pro- 
vided. Instead of taking p(t) to be max(max mi, (max ni) + 1) - as SM is bound to do - 
we may act more subtly here. If some of the variables Zij, taking in the predecessor 
values, are used criticatly, i.e. valued, in some step term sjr we link the recursion 
parameter place oft to the maximal value of those critical Q’S plus 1, k say, and hence 
provide the information that there is at least one place in t inducing the unfolding of 
k nested recursion terms. However, it might be that k is dominated by the values of 
some other places or variables in t, hence we take p(t) to be max(max mi, max ni, k). 
Oherwise none of the zij)s are used critically, and hence p(t) is determined only by 
p(ri), p(IzyZ.si). Actually, we claim here to be in a situation similar to the second clause 
of the recursion case of De~nition 4.3, i.e. either none of the Ziis occur freely in the step 
terms or some of them do, but only within subterms having no computational 
meaning. Thus the outermost recursion term does not contribute to the computa- 
tional complexity of t as in Definition 4.3. 
Here the role of unvalued free variables or places - both of ground type - in a term 
comes into place. Indeed, it turns out that subterms hitting at unvalued places do not 
have any computational meaning, i.e. they simply drop out during normalization as 
will be shown later on. Exactly this property is taken into consideration in the second 
clause of (iv) where we, at first sight brutally, ruled out the possibility of s to contribute 
to the computational complexity of ts, since s is hitting at an unvalued place in r. 
Let us consider the following example to demonstrate the different behaviour of the 
standard measure and the p-measure. 
+ := Lxy.Wx(1yz.( + 1)z)y 
* := Ixy.L@O(lyz. + xz)y 
A := Ix. *xx 
*p(+) = lrel&( zO,tl + I) and SM( +) = 1 
=~(*)=2rel@,(~~,~~+z)andSM(*)=2 
*p(d) = Zrel@,( I~ --* I) and SM(d) = 2. 
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Now we compose * with d w.r.t. the first argument and convert the resulting redex, 
i.e. 
T := Ixy. * (dx)y -$ ixy.ZO@yz, + (Llx)z)y =: T’. 
Clearly, p(T) = 2re14?4(12,12 -+ I), SM(T) = 2 and SM(T’) = 3, but 
p(+ (dx)z) = 2rel{(x,2),(z, l)),r 
* ~(Lyz. + (dx)z) = 2 rel {(x, 2)},(4 r1 + 1) 
* @O(iyz. + (dx)z)) = 2rel((x,2)},(r,,r,+ I) 
* ~(Lxy.%?O(iyz. + (dx)z)y) = 2rel&(12,~z + r). 
Note 3. It is fairly easy to verify that p is well-defined, i.e. VtP E 9%‘~p” 3! n,8, p’. p(t) = 
nrelZ,p’ and p =T p’. Furthermore, one easily reads off the definition that 
p(t) = n rel 5, p implies Vu@) E FV’(t), max YZ f n, and max Tp d n. 
As prominent candidates for terms of strictly increasing structural complexity 
coinciding with the complexity of the represented functions we will next consider 
terms A,, to define the well-known nth Ackermann branch. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A,, denote the folowing terms inductively defined by: 
@A 0 := Axy.( + l)y, 
.A “+ I := I_xy.Wr,(1yz.A,xz)y 
with r0 := x, rl := 0 and r, := (+ 1)Ofor n 3 2. Then 
p(&) = 0 rel8, (1, 10 -, I) and p(A,) = nrel$,(z,,z, -+ 1) for all n 3 1. 
Proof. Straightforward induction on n. 0 
We emphasize the useful aspect of the p-measure to bookkeep all critical free 
variables and places in a term, and their precise degree of being critical, e.g. the second 
argument of A, induces the unfolding of n nested recursion terms whereas the first 
argument is safe (cf. [2]). 
Turning to stability of the h-measure under a/Yrl reduction, we first will prove the 
following crucial substitution lemma, demonstrating the adequacy and strength of the 
p-measure. 
However, we shall do well to separately prove the following technical auxiliary 
lemma beforehand which will be essentially employed in the proof of the substitution 
lemma. For motivation, suppose p(t) = n reli;, p, p(s) = m rel iZ$, I and x E Var(it ). We 
want to determine the valued variables oft [s/x]. Clearly, this is the place where the 
upward adjustment of i4 w.r.t. to a given value of x comes into play. Since x may occur 
valued at several places in t with different values, we have to take into account all 
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upward adjustments of $ w.r.t. all values of x in t. So let 
&J:= u {ti~uiG>,l(x,1)Ea} 
denote the upward adjustment of ci with respect to x and if. 
Lemma 5.2. Let if, i3 E I/V and x be given, then 
(a) 3s g * a\&,+ = j\5,,5, 
(W (f+x, a)~ ” (% a) > I = 3x, CI, u Cc, s,, 7 
(4 (~\t,d, = 6 \t,g, and (j\L,d>~ = SI\LTI,,. 
Proof. Note that the operations of(b) do not hold componentwise as it is the case for 
(c). However, we will get along with how it is stated in (b). There is nothing to say 
about (a) and the proof of(c) is a matter of routine. For the proof of(b), it will be of 
help to write out explicitly all of its components. 
(1) (~~,a)l={(y,I)13k~z3j.(x,j)~iland(y,k)~~j~~>j}, 
(2) (i?~;,,r),~={(y,k)l3j.(x,j)~iJand(y,k)~i?j~~$>jand k>l}, 
(3) F&J, = i&~i+,~ if 3 k d 1. (x, k) E 8 and GX, r, = 8 else, 
(4) GX,r,, = ((y,k))3j> I.(x,j)EiJand (y,k)Ei4juiG>j}. 
First we treat the inclusion E. Case (y,E) E (3;,,a)r. We show (y,l) E iGX,3,. By as- 
sumption and (1) there is a k < 1 and a j such that (x, j) E i3 and (y, k) E $jU $>j. 
Hence j < k < I, and therefore &, = ii[ u iG, 1 by (3). If (y, k) E i;j then j = k 6 1, 
and there is a k’ d k such that (y, k’) E 3. But this implies (y,l) E ZQ G &,r,. 
Otherwise if (y, k) E G,j then we even know (y, k) E iG, again implying that 
(Y, 0 E $1 s “;x,&. 
Case(y,k)E(~~,a),I.By(2)thereisajsuchthat(x,j)Eif,(y,k)E~ju3,jandk>1. 
Subcase (y, k) E $j> implying j = k > I, and hence (y, k) E iJx,a,, by (4). Subcase 
(y, k) E G>j, and hence (y, k) E 3 with k > j. If j > I, we immediately conclude by (4) 
that (y,k) E $,r,,. Otherwise if j < 1 then we know by (3) and (x, j) E 8 that 
$X,3, = i&u iG,l. Since k > I, we may therefore conclude that (y, k) E iG,r G iJx,,, 
completing the inclusion G. 
Concerning the converse inclusion 2, we first treat the case ( y, j) E gX, 4. By (3) this 
implies (y, j) E $uG,~, and there is a k < 1 such that (x,k) E ii. Subcase (y, j) E i$, 
hence j = 1 and there is a j’ <j such that (y, j’) E G. If j’ d k then we know k <j, 
(x, k) E ri and ( y, k) E i&. Hence we may conclude by (1) that ( y, j) E (i&, a)(. Otherwise if 
j’ > k then j’ < 1, (x, k) E 8 and (y, j’) E i?,k. Again this implies by (1) that 
(y,j) E (&,a)i. 
Subcase (y, j) E G,l, implying j > 1, (y, j) E G, and hence (y, j) E ti,k, since k < 1. 
This together with (x, k) E 8 and (2) implies (y, j) E (V&J), l, completing the case above. 
Case (y, j) E i3,,ii,,. We show (y, j) E ($.J),~. By (4) and assumption there is a k > 1 
suchthat(x,k)EiJand(y,j)E$~iir,~. But then we also know j > 1, and thus we may 
conclude from (2) that (y, j) E (&J) ,I, completing the proof of(b). 0 
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Lemma 5.3 (Substitution lemma). Assume p(t) = n reli?, p and p(s) = m rel i?, I with s 
substitutable for x in t. 
(a) x E Par(a) = p(t[s/x]) = max(n,m)rela\Sx,au~~,8,P, 
(b) x E FV(t)\Vur(iJ) = p(t[s/x]) = nrelG,p, 
Proof. Both assertions are proved by induction on p(t) = n reliJ, p. This is straightfor- 
ward for (b). So we concentrate on the crucial steps of (a). 
Case (i) is obvious by observing G,J,,,~)) = i&, ~3,~ = 3. Case UJ is easily done 
using the induction hypothesis for those ri containing x valued, (b) for the comp- 
lement, and Lemma 5.2(a) to determine the valued variables of U?[s/x]. 
Abstraction case (iii). First we treat the case ,~(ly. t) = n relii \tY,r,(ll --f p) with 
p(t) = nreli?,;, such that y E Vur(Z) and 1 = max VtY,r. Assume x E Vur(fJ\&,~) = 
Vur(iT)\{y} c Vur(ii). Hence by the induction hypothesis, 
p(t[s/x]) = max(n,m)re1~\5.,I:ua.,,;,p 
with ye Vur(8\<,,a) and ~$Vur(ii~,~), since y$FV(s) I> Vur(i4) = Vur(d,:) by as- 
sumption. Let ?j := 3 \ tX,r, hence by definition and Lemma 52(a), 
P(JY. t[s/xl) = m&n, 4 rel V \ ty,ifu %,8, (4, --) ~1, (1) 
where 1’ = maxV<r,q = maxYty,a = I, and ?/\i”,,,- = (1?\4,,r)\&,c~,~ since x # y. 
Let q’ := ii\t,,a, then we are to show 
k4~y.tCslxl) = max(n,m)rel~‘\5.~,ii,,(ll~P). 
Hence by Eq. (1) it suffices to show iGX, ii, = iGX, awhich easily follows from x # y. The 
second clause of (iii) is done fairly easy using the induction hypothesis, and again 
y $ Var( 3.3). 
Redex case (iv). As the second subclause is a straightforward inductive argument, 
we concentrate on the first subclause being the decisive one. Suppose 
p(tr) = max(p, q) rel du i&u Ei, r, p with p(t) = p rel8, (I[ + p) and p(r) = q rel d, z. Let 
tl := iJu&u u’,l and assume x E Vur(a). We distinguish three cases, namely 
x E Vur(ii)\Vur(iiluii,I), x E Vur(dn(&uu’,l)) and x E L’ur(Jluli.I)\Vur(d), and 
carry out the second one as the most complex. By the induction hypothesis we get 
p(t Cslxl) = max(p, m) rel B, ( ll -+p) with /I:= d\&~uGi‘,,:, 
p(r[s/x]) = max(q,m)rely,z with y:= ii\[X,liuiGX,~. 
Hence 
p(tr [s/xl ) = max(max(p, 41, m) rel B u YZ u y > I y P. 
We are to show that 
(2) 
@fs/xl) = max(max(p, 4, m) t-4 a\ Lx, 1 u k. ix, P, 
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where a\ 5,,, = ~\5.,d~J,\~x,ii,u~z,\rx,u’,, by Lemma 5.2(a), and ii;,, = 
$ - .X.B”%,ii,“%,ii,,. Given Eq. (2) it suffices, therefore, to show that 
YluY>r = fir\rs,ii,VJzr\Tx,~>,V~,~,ii,v~~,i;>,. 
which is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.2(b) and (c), and the definition of y. 
Concerning the recursion case t = &?fmrO . . . rI _ 1 (Ayz’. so) . . . (1~2. sf _ 1 ), essentially 
the induction hypothesis for those ri and Ayt.si containing x valued, and (b) for the 
complement will do the job. This completes the proof. 0 
As a first application of the previous lemma we show the following proposition. 
Corollary 5.4 (Equality on SI equal terms). 1s p(t) = nrel$:p and t =a t’ then 
p(t) = n rel i;, p. 
Proof. It is clear that 61 behaves equally on terms being identical up to bound 
renaming w.r.t. higher type variables, since only ground type variables may be valued. 
Hence it suffices to show: 
( * ) Assume &?x. t) = n rel8, (7 -+ p), and let y be a variable not occurring in ix. t, 
then ,~(iy.t[y/.x]) = n rel8, (7 -+ p). 
In case r = I~ we may assume p(t) = n reli& p for some a such that x E Var(ri), 
1 = max Y‘&: and i; = u’ \&J. Hence by Definition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3(a), 
NE~i-ul) = ~rel~u~(y,O)~~,~,~ 
eii and k < I}. Let i?:= $~{fy,O)),~. Since y does 
and therefore 1 = max VtY,$. Hence by 
In case 7 = I we know p(t) = n rel 8, p and x6 Var( a), implying ~(t [y/x]) = n rel 8, p 
by Lemma 5.3(b). Hence ~(1y.t) = n rel 3, (z --f p), completing the proof of ( * ). 17 
Note 4. It is easy to show that p behaves equally on q equal terms. So given 
a prenormal term r with ,u(r) = n relg,(r + p), and a variable x” with z =r 7’ and 
x 4 FV(r), then all the more x 4 Vu@), implying ,@x.rx) = n rel Tj(7 --, p) by (iv) and 
(iii) of Definition 5.2, i.e. the p-measure also behaves equally on g equal terms. 
With the substitution lemma at hand, stability of ~1 under + is provable. Note that 
+ is based here on the /P rule of Section 4.2, i.e. it is induced by the rules (q), (I l), (12) 
of Definition 3.3 and ( /3’). There, one point of using (p’) instead of the more common 
fi rule was that @‘) enabled us to transform any term t into its uniquely determined 
prenormal form without touching the ground type redex structure oft. Here we shall 
profit from it once more when efficiently transforming a prenormal term into its 
so-called p-normal form 1 (see Definition 5.3). 
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Theorem 5.5 (Stability under p reduction). 1f ,u(t) = n rel8, p and t + t’ then 
p(t’) = nrelij’,p 
with Var(Z) = Var(Z’), 8 c 5 and Vx E Var(i3). max ‘+‘t,.t = rnaxY”&It,. 
Proof. By induction on p(r) = n rel$, p. For the following it is convenient to call a 
pair I;, G E I/V suitable if and only if 
Var(iJ) = Var(iZ ), 13 G 3 and Vx E Var(iJ). max V-&c = max Y”<,,i: 
Obviously, nothing is to be shown for the case (i). The C7 is simply done by the 
induction hypothesis for that ri with ri --f ri. 
Abstraction case (iii). Subcase p(kx.t) = n rel3 \ t\-,c, (I{ + p) with p(t) = n rel 2, p 
such that x E Var(iJ) and I = max V&. Suppose 3.x. t -+ t’ where it is ruled out by 
assumption that ix.t -+,, t’. Hence t’ = E.r.t” with r + t”. Therefore the induction 
hypothesis yields: 
(*) I = n rel ii’, y with suitable $8’. 
In particular, we know by assumption x E Var(l;‘), and hence I = max Y”&,. This 
implies 
p(t’) = nre13’\&.,(ll -+ p) 
with i3 \<,Y,B and i;‘\& being suitable which easily follows from the suitability of $8’. 
Subcase p(/lx”.t) = nreli;,(a -p) with p(t) = nrelti,: such that x0$ Var(i;). Sup- 
pose again Ix. t + t’, this time leaving two possibilities for t’. If Ax. t -+,, r’ then we are 
done by Note 4. Otherwise if t’ = 1x.t” with t -+ t” then again (*) is true by the 
induction hypothesis. But now x $ Var(i3’) and hence p(t’) = n rel8, (I + p), thus con- 
cluding the abstraction case. 
Redex case (iv). First we concentrate on the proper redex case, i.e. p(rs) = 
++ + max(n,m)relvuw,uw,,,p withp(r) = nreliJ,(~~ -+ p) and p(s) = m rel $, 1. We proceed 
by considering several subcases on where a subterm of rs has been reduced. 
In case rs -+ r’s with r + r’ the induction hypothesis yields p(r’) = n rels’, (zI -+ p) 
with i?, i3’ being suitable. Hence by definition p(r’s) = max(n, m) reli7’ u i$ u i+, ,, p 
with ?Ju~,u$,~ and ~J’u$,uG,~ being suitable, since ii,i?’ are. 
In case rs -+ rs’ with s + s’ the induction hypothesis yields ,u(s) = m rel G ‘, I with 
3, iG ’ being suitable. Hence by definition p(rs’) = max(n, m) rel 8u d,‘u i?jL I, p with 
aui&uiG>,, and iJui$‘~G~~ being suitable. This follows directly from an auxiliary 
lemma, stating that if iJ, ii, are suitable, so are 5, u d, [, $I u 5, I the easy proof of which 
is left as an exercise to the reader. 
In case the redex rs itself has been converted by the /3’ rule, we know that r is of the 
form r = (Al?,, . . . (E,(E,Z,X.~‘)Z,)~~ . ..)3., with ,u(/~x.Y’) = qrelii,(~ -+ p) for some q and 
ii, and t’ = (Xn (n~~(~t,.r’[s/~])S~)S; . ..)S.. It suffices to show the following two 
claims. 
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Claim 1. Assume p(ax.r’) = nrel&(rI -+ p) and ,u(s) = mrel d, I and let a := 
i;uiJt~i?,~. Then p(r’[s/x]) = max(n,m)rela’,p with a,a’ being suitable. 
Claim 2. Assume rs is a proper redex converting to r’ such that p(rs) = prel a, p and 
p(f) = prela’,p with a,a’ being suitable. Given a list f of ground type variables, and 
a list 3 of ground type terms equal in length, then we canjnd a number p’ and lists a”, a”’ 
of valued variables such that u”, a”’ are suitable and 
~~(~~.r~~s) = p’rela”,p and ~((~~.r’)~) = p’relcc”‘,p. 
Given that Claims 1 and 2 hold, we can benefit from them to achieve our aim as 
follows. Let 
t; := (&!, . . . (n~~,(nz,.r’[s/x])s,)~~ . ..)F&. 
Then we show by induction on n that 
p&s) = m, rel a,, p and p(th) = m, rel aA, p with a,,, a: being suitable. 
Base case n = 0. Hence to = /Ix.+ with p(to) = n rel ii, (I, + p), p(s) = m rel G, 1, and 
thus &s) = max(n,m)relttu$u$,t,p by definition. But then we are done by 
Claim 1. For the step case n + n + 1, we know by assumption that t,s is a proper 
redex converting to t:. Furthermore, the induction hypothesis yields 
,u(t,s) = m,rela,,p and ,u(t;) = m, relai,p with a,,,ai being suitable. Hence we are 
done by Claim 2. So it remains to prove Claims 1 and 2. 
Proof of Claim 1. By assumption on 2x.r’ we know p(r’) = n rel i”, p with x E Ifur(it’), 
d= d’\{X,Sf and I= rnaxV&,. By Note 4 we may assume that s is substitutable for 
x in r’, hence Lemma 5.3 yields 
p(r’[s/x]) = max(n,m)rel~’ \&,t~ui4i3x,a~,p 
and by assumption we know 
p((/Zx.r’)s) = max(n,m)rel~‘\5,a~u~lu~,l,p. 
Obviously, it suffices to show that 
(*I &u i$,tr iiiX,ir’ are suitable. 
Since 1 = max V&r we already know K&r.= U (l;SkujSrkI(~,k)~P and k<l), 
and this in turn implies the second and first part of the suitability for (*) where the 
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latter makes use of VU($UG,~) = Vur(3 ) for all G and k. For the third part it, 
therefore, suffices to show that 
max V”t Y,isX,a, d max*Y-[y,G~uit,, for all YE Vur(GX,r,). 
So assume an arbitrary (y,j) E i&u d,, with (x, k) E ii’ and k < 1. If (y, j) E i&, we 
conclude j = k < 1 and (y, j’) E $ for some j’ < k d 1. Hence (y, I) E i$, and we are 
done. If (y, j) E i?~,~ then we may argue similar to the previous case if j B 1, and 
otherwise we directly conclude (y,j) E G,,, completing the proof of Claim 1. 0 
Proof of Claim 2. By induction on the length m of Z = z, . zl. For the base case 
m = 1, we may assume p(r) = n rel8, (I~ -+ p) and p(s) = m rel3, i. Hence p = max(n, m) 
and tl = i?ui?+uG,,. Furthermore, let z1 ,sl be given such that p(sr) = 4 rel J z where 
we may assume by Note 4 that z1 $ W(s). Now define Q := q if z1 E Vur(i?), 0 else, and 
v := iikuli,kifzl E Var(d) with k := maxV”&,,a, 8 else. This implies by Definition 5.2 
that 
(**I p((Azl.r)sls) = max(n,Q,m)relj\5,,,iiugu~,u~i,,,,p. 
Conversely, let Q’ := q if zl E L’ar(cl’), 0 else, and q’ := i& ~d,~, if zl E Var(cr’) with 
k’ := max Y”<,,,,,, 8 else. Here the assumption on r’ and Definition 5.2 yield 
(***) p((Azl.r’)sl) = max(n,Q’,m)relcr’\<,,,,,u~‘,p. 
By assumption on s we know zl I# Vur( 3~ ), and hence by suitability of CY, a’, 
zl E Var(ol’) 0 zl E VU(U) 0 z1 E Vur(G). 
Clearly, this implies Q’ = Q, k’ = k, and hence v]’ = q. Comparing (**) and ( ***) it, 
therefore, suffices to show that ij\~Z,,pu~~u~,l and CZ’\&,,~, are suitable. But since 
c1 = 8~iij~uii;,~, z1 # L’ar(G) and <,,,,, = &,,a, this is an easy consequence of t~,tl’ 
being suitable, concluding the base case. 
Forthestepcasem~m+1,letR:=(~Z.r)SandR’:=(M.r’)SwhereZ=z,...zl. 
Hence the induction hypothesis yields 
p(Rs) = p’ rel p, p and p(R’) = p’ rel /I’, p with b, fi’ being suitable. 
Furthermore, since rs is a proper redex converting to r’, so is Rs and converts to R’. 
Therefore we may apply the base case, and obtain as desired 
A(Az,+ r.R)s,+ I s) = p”relP”,p and ~((Az,+~.R’)s,+~) = p”rel/?“‘,p 
with /I”,/?“’ being suitable. Thus we have completed the proof of Claim 2, and the 
proper redex case. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.5 (continued). Concerning the improper redex case p(rs) = 
n rel j,p with p(r) = n rel iJ,(r + p) and p(s) = m rel i?, I, we consider again several 
subcases on where a subterm of rs has been reduced. 
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In case rs -+ r’s with r + r’ the induction hypothesis yields p(r)) = n rel iJ’, (z + p) 
with rid’ being suitable. Hence p(r’s) = max(n, m) rel TI’, p by definition. 
In case rs + rs’ with s --+ s’ the definition yields ~(rs’) = n rel iJ, p regardless of s’. 
In case the redex rs itself has been converted by the b’ rule we know that r is of the 
form I = (22, . . . (E,(E, x.r’)Zi)$ . . . )$ with p(r)) = q rel ii, p for some q and ii such 
that x+! Var(ii), and hence p(r’[s/x]) = q rel i&p by Lemma 5.3(b). Here we may 
directly conclude that p((E, . . . (A.Z2((nt, .r’[s/x])?,)Z2 . . . )$) = n rel8, p, concluding 
the redex case (iv). 
Clearly, the recursion case (v) easily goes through using the induction hypothesis for 
the component being reduced, and this completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Corollary 5.6. Zfp(t) = n reli?,p and t -+* t’ then 
p(t’) = nrela’,p 
with Var(i3) = Var(iJ’), 8 G 8’ and Vx E Var(il).maxV& = max V&r,. 
As modularization is understood as a kind of inversion of a/!?~ reduction, it is an 
immediate consequence of the previous results that p is stable under modularization 
in the following sense. 
Corollary 5.7 (Stability under modularization). Assume p(t) = nrelii,p and let t’ be 
a prenormal term. 
(a) If t’ +* t then p(t’) = nreld’,p with Var(iJ) = Var(iJ), 8’ c 8 and VXE 
Var(8). max V”[,,as = max V&J. 
(b) U- t’ =a~,,, t then p(t ‘) = nrelj’,p with Var(8’) = Var(3) and Vx E 
Var(iJ). max V&r, = max V&r. 
Proof. Clearly (a) follows directly from Corollary 5.6, and (b) is an immediate 
consequence of Corollary 5.4, Note 4 and Corollary 5.6 and (a). 0 
Concerning the role of unvalued free variables or places in a term, we said these 
exactly coincide with those variables or places having no computational meaning, i.e. 
every term hitting at a non-valued place will simply drop out during the normaliz- 
ation of t. 
To show this we will associate to each prenormal term t a dropped version of 
t denoted NFl (t) essentially resulting from t by replacing all of the redexes 
(AZ” . . . (E2(J,~,x.r)?,)?z2 . . . )&s with p(2x.r) = nreliJ,(z + p) 
by (X2’,, . . . (E2(E1 .r)S1)& . ..)S.. It turns out that t +* NFI (t). Here we profit from 
both the maximal permutative character of the /3’ rule and the information provided 
by the p-measure. Suppose we would use the common p rule or its slight generaliz- 
ation in [13], then we could only prove that t =B NFl(t). Furthermore, it would be by 
far less efficient to transform a prenormal term into its ,u-normal from 1 (see below). 
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Definition 5.3. Let t be a prenormal term. 
l t is called in u-normal firm 1 (p-NF1) iff it has no redexes rs with 
P(T) = nrelZ,(l + p). 
l The dropped version of t denoted NFl (t) is inductively defined by: 
-- NFI (UT) := D.NFl(r,j. 
~ NFf(1x.r) := Ix.NFl(r), 
-- NFl(rs) := NFl(r)NFl(s) if u(r) = nreliJ,(t, + p), 
- NFl(rs):= NFI((~Z,...(I1Z,(llZ’,.r’)S,)~~ . ..)Z.,) if u(r) = nrelg,(r -+p), 
and r = (& . . . (i&(M, x.r’)&)$ . . . )$,, 
* 
- NFl(~~im?~:= 92;imNFl(rij (1y?.NFl(si)). 
As a first non-trivial consequence of stability under normalization we prove 
t -+* NF J (t). 
Lemma 5.8 (NFI-lemma). Let t be a prenormal term. 
(a) Assume p(t) = nrelG,p with t in u-NFI, then FV’(t) = Var(Z), and for all 
subterms of theform 2x.r with u(;lxr) = n’reliJ’,(r -p’), we have x4 FV(r). 
(b) NFZ(t) is in u-NFl and t -+* NFl(t). 
Proof. Clearly, the second part of (a) is an immediate consequence of the first one, so 
we prove the first one by induction on t in u-NF 1. All cases are obvious by the 
induction hypothesis except possibly the abstraction case 1x”. t where we may assume 
p(t) = n relij,, with FV’(t) = Var(d) by the induction hypothesis. If x E Var(j), we 
therefore conclude &Ix.t) = n reliJ \tX,r,(rI + p) for some 1 with FV’(1x.t) = 
Var(ti)\{x} = Var(i3\&i;). Otherwise u(2x.t) = nreliJ,(a+p) with FV”(lx.t) = 
Var(a), completing the proof of (a). 
Regarding (b), it is obvious that NFl(t) is in u-NFI. So we prove t +* NFl(t) by 
induction on the buildup of t employing the following auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 5.9. Assume u(A2.r) = n rel ii, (hi + p) and let i 1, . . . , it be those indices i with 
ti # I in order of their occurrence. Then for all s’ of appropriate types, 
NFI((M.r)S’) (2 NFl(;lzi, . ..z.,.r)m 
= (Az~, . . . zi,.NFI(r))NFl(si,j. 
Proof. Clearly, the second equation follows directly from Definition 5.3, and (* ) is 
shown by a straightforward induction on the length of 2. 0 
Turning back to the proof of t +* NFI (t), all cases are obvious by the induction 
hypothesis except the improper redex case ,u(rs) = n rel i;, p with p(r) = n rel 8, (I --, p) 
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and p(s) = m rel $1. Here we know out of type reasons that r is of the form 
r = (A& . . . (LZ,(E, x.r’)3,);S, . . . )$ 
with ,@‘) = q rel ii, p such that x # Vur(iI ). The induction hypothesis for r yields 
r +* NFI (r) 
= (AZ, . ..(E~((n?~x.NFZ(r’))NFZ(3~))NFZ(3~)...)NFZ(3~). 
where the latter follows from Lemma 5.9 and definition, NFZ(3j’) is to be understood 
componentwise, and 3;,3; result from Zjt3j, respectively by crossing out all of those 
components uch that zj occurs unvalued in the corresponding subterm of r. Further- 
more, the induction hypothesis for r’ yields r’ +* NFZ(r’). Hence we may conclude 
from Corollary 5.7(a), and NFZ(r’) being in p-NFI together with part (a) of NFI- 
lemma that 
p(NFZ(r’)) = qreld’,p with Var(g) = Vur(ii’) = FV*(NFZ(r’)) 
and hence x$ FV’(NFZ(r’)) by assumption. Thus we may conclude the proof as 
follows: 
= NFZ(rs), 
where the latter follows from Lemma 5.9 and x # Vur( u’ ). 0 
Up to now we have proved that p behaves equally on a~ equal terms, and moreover, 
p is stable on c$‘~ equal terms. Furthermore, p is defined in a way such that subterms 
having no computational meaning are recognized and adequately measured by p. So 
far so good. 
It is then of natural interest o ask how do p and the standard measure SM relate to 
each other. Clearly, p(t) is always a lower bound for SM(t), since SM is unable to 
recognize improper redexes, where p(t) denotes n within p(t) = n rel3, p. But as p is 
stable on c$‘q equal terms, we may strengthen the estimate to all modularizations oft, 
especially to those having no improper redexes. More precisely the following holds. 
Corollary 5.10 (Estimate theorem). We have: 
(a) V’t E 9gfp”. p(t) d n. 
(b) Vt E P,awp”. p(t) < min(nl3t’ E &%;p”. t’ =aS,tl }. 
Proof. (a) is proved by a straightforward induction on n with side induction on the 
buildup of t E 9%!ffp”. (b) is an immediate consequence of (a) and Corollary 5.7. 0 
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Finally, we turn to the equality theorem stating that if a term t is in a certain 
p-normal form 2 then the estimate above is even true with equality, i.e. p(t) yields the 
standard measure of all minimal c$‘n equal representations oft, clearly the best a purely 
structural measure can do. 
Definition 5.4. A prenormal term t is said to be in p-normalform 2 (pNF2) if for all 
subterms 9;imr 0 . ..rt_ l(Ayi.so) . ..(Ay?.st-1) with p(Ly?.si) = nireli?i,(r,?i * I), 
0 Ti=Xi, 
l maXi ni = max{Yrii 1 rij E I/CT} provided 3i, j. Ttj E I/CT. 
Obviously, the condition on the initial terms 7 is a matter of cosmetics only; the 
crucial ingredient is the condition on the step terms Ly?.si saying that the recursion, 
say 9x(1yz.s) for simplicity, is arranged in a certain uniform way: the unfolding of 
Wx(Lyz.s), i.e. 
Wx(Ayz.s)(n + 1) -3 (Ayz.s)n(Wx(Lyz.s)n) 
is such that the predecessor (Wx(lyz.s)n) hits at a place of the step term being 
maximally valued, i.e. z is of value p(Lyz.s), and so forth for the recursion subterms 
of s. 
Note that t E S&T~$~ does not hold in general for prenormal terms t, but for terms in 
p-NFl and u-NF2 it does. 
Lemma 5.11. For all terms t in p-NFI and p-NF2, t E 9’B~&‘. 
Proof. Induction on the buildup oft being in p-NF 1 and p-NF2. All cases are obvious 
by the induction hypothesis except the recursion case t = B;im x’(A.y2.s0) . . . (ly~?.s,_ i ) 
with p(t) = max(n,k)reli!(g,lO + I), n = maxin<, p(Ly?.Si) = nireliJi,(r,‘ti + I) and 
k = max {Yrij + 11 rij E I/CT}. Hence p(si) = ni relTJ/, I with appropriate iJi c 8;. 
If k > 0, we conclude from t being in JL-NF2 that n = k - 1, and hence p(t) = n + 1. 
Furthermore, we know by the induction hypothesis that Z E BWfp”. Since all of the step 
terms are in p-NF1, we conclude from the assumption k > 0 and NF1-lemma (a) that 
tn FV’(si) = Zn Vur($‘) # 0 for at least one i. 
Hence t E 9%~fy+“1 by Definition 4.3 with n + 1 = p(t) as desired. 
If k = 0, we conclude rij = I for all i, j. Using NFI-lemma again this implies 
In FV’(st) = Zn Vur(i&‘) = 0 for all i. 
Hence t E R%‘fp” by Definition 4.3 where n = p(t), and this completes the proof. IJ 
Theorem 5.12 (Equality theorem). For all t in p-NF2, 
p(t) = min{n I3t’ fz 9%?fp”. t’ =+ t}. 
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Proof. Given a term t in p-NF2 we know t --)* NFI(t) by NFZ-lemma. Now it is easy 
to check that the algorithm of NFl(t) leaves untouched the property of being in 
,u-NF2, hence NFl(t) E 9%‘,“p,“,iC1,, by Lemma 5.11 and NFI-lemma. Furthermore, 
p(NFZ(t)) = p(t) by Corollary 5.7, and thus we have found a term t’ E 9%?~&’ 
such that t’ =+, t. This together with Corollary 5.10 completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
The previous result gives rise to the question of whether any prenormal term t can 
be transformed into an afl’q equal term t’ in ,u-NF2. At the present state of the 
p-measure the answer is negative as long as a/?‘q conversions are involved only. 
Recall the term * := Jxy.&‘O(~yz. + xz)y, and consider the following variant *‘, 
*’ := Ixy.3O(~yz. + zx)y. 
Clearlyp( *‘) = 1 relO,(ll,l, + I) whereas ,u( * ) = 2 rel0, (E,,, l2 -+ z). Furthermore, *’ is 
not in p-NF2, since z is now valued with 0 within +zx because of 
P(+) = 1 rel0,( zo,ll + I). But there is no aj3’q equal representation of *’ being in 
,u-NF2. 
On closer inspection, however, this example is not as bad as it might seem at first 
sight. For it shows that p is not only oriented by the structural complexity of 
a prenormal term but also by the algorithm represented by it. In fact * and *’ represent 
different algorithms for computing multiplication. The definition of * fits perfectly 
into the scheme of primitive recursion whereas *’ is designed in the spirit of tail 
recursion [17]. To see this, first note that *’ satisfies the following recursive equations 
*‘(x,0) = 0, *‘(x, y + 1) = *‘(x, y) + x. 
Clearly, this does not fit directly into the scheme of tail recursion. Nonetheless, if we 
consider the following tail recursive definition of the three-ary function M mapping 
arguments x,y,z to xy + z, 
M(x,O,z) := z, 
M(x,y + 1,~) := M(x,y,x + z) = xy + (x + z), 
it immediately appears that multiplication can be defined by Ixy. M(x, y,O), and 
furthermore, Ixy. M(x, y, 0) and *’ represent he very same algorithm to compute it. 
Moreover, this algorithm is much more clever than that of *. For though both * and *’ 
applied to arguments x, y need y recursive calls of *, *‘, respectively, the former 
needs &<,, xi calls of + whereas *’ only takes xy. Hence *’ is much more efficient 
with respect o time, and of course *’ will need less space to buffer the intermediate 
‘results. 
All in all, the counterexample can be read as well the other way round: ~1 does not 
only orient by the structural complexity of a prenormal term but also by the nature 
and computational complexity of the algorithm it represents. No doubt the latter is 
what we are after. 
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6. Conclusions and applications 
We have presented a structural measure p on prenormal terms which is stable on 
aj?q equal representations. Moreover p(t) yields the minimal standard measure of all 
a/?q equal representations of t, provided t is in c(-NF~. 
Not every term can be transformed into an a/?‘q equal representation in p-NF2. 
Nonetheless, the counterexample above gives rise to the hope that p provides not only 
a useful tool in practice to analyze Y.P-terms with respect to their structural 
complexity but also with respect o the nature and computational complexity of the 
algorithms they represent. In other words, the counterexample can only be seen as 
a flaw when presupposing that the structural complexity is the philosopher’s tone. 
Major applications are to be seen in a machine supported analysis of the complexity 
of programs extracted from proofs in arithmetic, say d, of the formula ‘d 2 3 y. cp( x’, y) 
with cp( x’, y) being quantifier free (see e.g. [3,4,9] or [ 161). Suppose d uses induction 
on ground type objects only, then the extracted program denoted ep(d) will be a term 
in 3P, since induction here corresponds to our recursor 5e_sirn. Hence if pn(ep(d)) is in 
p-NF2 then p(pn(ep(d))) provides the measure of the so to speak maximal modulariz- 
ation of pn(ep(d)) together with some useful additional information on the inputs. It 
goes without saying that it might be possible to define the functional represented by 
ep(d) more cleverly. Nonetheless, in this situation the present method yields the 
structural or even computational complexity of the given program ep(d), and more- 
over, it can be handed over to a machine. Furthermore, the dropped version 
NFl(ep(d)) is a first step in mechanically optimizing ep(d), for it represents the 
computationally relevant contents of ep(d). 
Concerning future work, it seems to be worthwhile to extend the method to recursion 
principles with recursion parameters of arbitraryfiee algebra types in order to make the 
method applicable to a broader class of extracted programs occurring in real life. 
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